Preventing Plagiarism – What Faculty Can Do
At one time or another nearly every faculty member who uses writing encounters
students who plagiarize their written assignments. With websites providing students with
prewritten papers and online research making it very easy for students to copy and paste other
people’s work into their own, academic dishonesty only appears to be getting worse.
However, there is hope. As a professor, I find I can structure assignments to make it far
more difficult for students to plagiarize. More importantly, this can foster a culture of honest
expression of ideas in the classroom. In this area, as in many areas involving human creativity
and performance, prevention is more effective than policing. I find that the best first step to
preventing academic dishonesty is to encourage students to express their ideas in words, as often
and as much as they can.
Four Things You Can Do to Prevent Plagiarism
1) Avoid Generic Assignments. Familiar, traditional prompts make it very tempting for
students to “borrow” when writing their response. The more creative and unique your
assignment, the less likely students are to plagiarize—and the more motivated they may
be to do original writing in the first place. For example, in my critical thinking classes, I
have students write about how to apply a particular principle, such as “observer bias,” in
their own lives. Furthermore, many teachers openly discuss plagiarism and use in-class
exercises to challenge students to paraphrase and develop their own voices.
2) Use Short Writing Early On. Many students plagiarize because they fear that their own
words “don’t sound as good” as an official source. One way to overcome this is to assign
short, ungraded writing early in the term. I often assign a one-paragraph informal piece
in which students ask a question about the reading and begin to answer it. I photocopy
the paragraphs for my records and write a couple words on each. This helps me get to
know students’ natural voices, builds their confidence and helps them develop their
ideas—preparing them to tackle the paper and making it less likely that they’ll plagiarize.
3) Arm Students with Resources. By many accounts, most students don’t know they
plagiarized, or don’t feel adept at using or citing sources, integrating quotes in a paper, or
organizing their ideas into a coherent thesis or argument. Increasing numbers of faculty
now require a first draft of a paper by a particular date, and then require students to use
the Writing Center at least once. Others ask us to have a writing coach give a miniworkshop in class. Still others give out our Helpful Links for Student Writers handout.
The point is to direct students to what helps them most.
4) When You Suspect Plagiarism. If after all this you suspect plagiarism, it often helps to
talk to the student without making an accusation. I often frame this as making sure they
quoted sources properly. I ask about where s/he got the ideas, what s/he meant by certain
phrases, and which parts were someone else’s words, sometimes comparing the
suspicious text with earlier, informal writing. Often I allow a rewrite of plagiarized
work, but with strong warnings that such theft often results in failure or expulsion.
I believe that the more we reframe anti-plagiarism as pro-student-voice, the more we may show
students a path to enjoying writing.
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